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Summary 

Lack of efficient methods for thinking 
-through and recording the logic of complex in
formation systems has been a major obstacle 
to the effective use of computers in manufac
turing businesses. To supply this need, this 
paper introduce. and describes "decision 
atructure table s, " the essential element in 
T ABSOL. a tabular systems -oriento.d language 
developed in the General Electric Company. 
Decision structure tables can be used to de
scribe complicated, multi - variable, multi
result decision .yatema. Various approaches 
to the automatic computer soiution of structure 
tables are presented. Somo benefit. which 
have been observed in applying thh language 
concept are also discussed. Decision struc
ture table s appea.r broadly applicable in infor
mation systems design. 

In addition , they are of interest be 
cau .e they revise many earlier notion. on 
problem formulation and aystems analysis 
technique . Decision structure tables will be 
an available feature in GECOM, General 
Electric's new General Compiler, which will 
be first implemented on the GE 2.2.5. 

Introduction 

Progre.s in computers can be broad
ly divided into two categories. First there is 
the work that eesent!ally accepts c omputers 
for what they are, and directs its energies to
ward further refinement of the original hard
ware , and operating teChnique. Research to 
improve recording density on magnetic tape 
would certainly fit this de scription. In the 
second category are the cHorts to advance by 
developing new area. of application . This lat
ter work is dire cted toward generalizing the 
concepts and hardware, so that they appl y to 
an ever-increasing span of probl ema and situa
tions. Obviously. both groups are vital; but 

it was this second stimulus -- the desire to 

expand the area of economic application - 
which motivated the research reported in this 
paper. While the earliest beginnings can be 
traced ae far back aa J\'\ne. 1955 . the primary 
research effort started in November. 1957. 
under the title o! the Integrated Systems Pro . 
ject. Leadership was a.ssigned t o Production 
Control Service. a component in General Elec
tric IS Manufacturing Service s. The basic pur
pose of the Project was to probe the potential 
for automating the flow of information and 
material in an integrated business syetem. 

Then. a. now, computers were making 
lignificant contributions in many areas. Unfor
tunately. one of these areas was not, as some 
would have it. in the operation and control of 
manufacturing businesses. Important advance. 
were made in specific application a such a& ord
er processing payroll. and inventory record
keeping; but theBe repre&ented only a smW per
centa.ge of the total information proces.ing and 
decillion-making in even the smallest rnanufac ,:, 
turing firm . Still these early successes wore 
very important. They developed confidence in 
computer performance and relia.bility; but even 
more, they encouraged systems engineers and 
procedures per.onnel to continue computer ap
plications research . Similarly, management, 
under growing foreign and domestic competition. 
rising costa, and a seenling explosion in paper
work requirements . saw intuitively - . or perhaps 
hopefully -- that computers offered a poseible 
approach to improved productivity. lower costs 
and eharply reduced cycle times. It was in this 
environment that the Integrated Systems Project 
began a compreh.ensive study of the decision
making and the information and ma.terial pro
ceesing required to tra.ne!orm cuetomer orders 
into finished products - - a major part of the 
total business system for a :manufacturing firm. 

The Decision-Making Pr.oblem 

Once underway. it was soon apparent 
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that there was an enormous amount of deciaion~ 
malting required to operate a buainell. Indeed. 
the number and complexity of the 8e deciaions is 
perhaps the most widely underestimated andmis~ 
understood characteristic of industrial informa
tion sy.tems today. Tens-oI- thousands of ele
mentary decisions are made in the typical manu
facturing business each working day. All are 
necessary to guide a.nd control the many function
al activities required to deeign products. pur
chase raw material. manufa.cture parts, assem 
ble products. ship and bill orders. and 80 on. 
The typical factory is a veritable beehive of de
cisions and decision-makers; for example: 

ItWhat dze fuscs shall we usc on 
this order for XYZ Company?"_
a. product engineer '. decision. 

"What i8 the time standard for 
winding this armature coil ? " 
a manufacturing engineer's 
decision. 

"What test voltages shall be 
applied?" - - a quality control 
planner'. decision. 

"What should be the delivery 
promise on this customer's 
order ? ,, __ a production control 
planner's decision. 

"How much will thll model cost. " -
an accountant'l dechion. 

This list of elementary day-to -day 
decisions could be expanded to cover all busi
ness activities. I! this were done, the list 
would cover hundreds of sheets of paper before 
ea.ch activity listed all the decisions for which 
it was responsible. Moreover, somo of these 
decisions are repeated :many times each day [or 
variou8 seta of condition8. In the end result, 
one cannot help but be impressed with the multi
plicity o[ these detailed choices and selectiona. 
But more importantly. making these decisions 
costs money, in many cases more money than 
the direct labor required to make the product. 
In addition, busineu performance is greatly 
affected by the speed and acc.uracy with which 
this decision-making is carried out. 

Composing a detailed list of these 
e lementary buaine .. decisions is more than &n 

academic exercise. For one thing . 8uch an 
analy8is of an actual operating busine ss will 
demonstrate conclulively that the.e elementary 
decisions are handled quite rationally (which is 

somewha.t contrary to popular opinion.) One 

must be careful not to be misled by quick. super
Udal explanations which gl08s over fundamental 
realoning. In our present-day manual .y.tams 
which emphasize files of quick answers. the 
logic behind the decision 18 often left unrecord
ed. As a result it 18 easy to lose contact with 
their rational nature. and frequently we tend to 
feol theu decision. are substantially more intui
tive than is actually the case . At t ime., eome 
persiatent as well as penetrating a.nalys1a (often 
through exten.ive interviewing of the operating 
personnel presently on the job) 11 required to 
uncover the true param-"ter. and relation.hip. 
on which operating dechions are really baaed. 
This a.rduous work is more th.a.n ju.tified, for it 
ertablishel a .ound conceptual foundation for 
automation. a.nd hence the practical applica.tion 
of the. concepts and technique 8 developed in this 
paper. Thus. once it is established that thele 
operating decision. are rational . it should follow 
that they can be structured in a consistent logi
cal framework. Such a structure it presented 
in this paper. 

Operating vs. Planning Dec18ion. 

At thb point let us define terminology 
a little more predeely. and .tre.s that we are 
spealdng about the detailed. elementary deciaions 
required to "operate" a busine8s as oppo.ed to 
"pla.n.ni.ng ll one. First. a decision in ite simp 
leat form coneish of selecting one unique alter
native from an allowed set of possible actions. 
Operating decisions are defined in the context 
of this paper as .electing the appropriate cou.r.e 
of action in accordance with given problem con
dition. to operate the businee .. successfully. 
Operatina decisions may be as eumed to be made 
under "condition. of certainty. II The eolution 
for a. specific 8et of problem condition. will al
ways be the .ame. Under these premi.es. the 
action or outcome decided on can alway. be pre
dicted. In a pragmatic sense , the decision-mak
ing process may be classed as "causal"; that 18. 
B may be said to follow from A. For example. 
an engineer's deci.ion to install tu.es might 
follow from. a cu.tomer'. requirement for inde
pendent circuit protection. 

The relevant factor. or parameters 
affecting the decision can also be determined. 
The relationship values are known. For ex
a.mple. in mo.t homes, the current carrying 
capacity of the hou.e wiring is the only para
m.eter value one needs to know to select an 
appropriate fUle. In an industrial a.pplication, 
however, the value. of at lea.st three additional 
parameters are usua.llJy req~ired: voltage, time 
and type of fuse mounting. The .trategy and the 
alternate outcomes are known; that h, the per-



mhsible fuse" are known. To continue the illu.~ 
tration. the fu..e selection may be limited to 
thoae carried in the stockroom; otherwi.e the 
bounds of the operating decision .ystem are ex· 
ceeded and the decision-maker would appeal to 
a higher authority. 

To approach the ana.lysh of opera.ting 
decisions from another viewpoint, it m ight be 
compared to a linear progranuning problem, 
and as will become evident, a linear program 
ming solution might be coneidered OiLS somewhat 
of a mathematical bound for the class of ded
sion·making systems under discussion. 

These operating decisions are quite 
apart from the pla.n.n.i.ng dechionl of a bu.ine.s. 
The "planning", "administrative ll • or IIpollcytt 
decisions in a business are basically thoae 
prior commitments which permitted all the as· 
• umptions about operating decision ay.tem. in 
the preceding paragraphs (i. e. certainty. caul· 
ality. known relationahips, etc.) Some examp . 
le8 of planning decisions are : 

"Shall fUles. circuit breakers. or 
both be uaed on the product line? " _
a product engineer's planning 
dechion. 

"Should thh group of parts be 
made on the screw machine or 
from die castings? I, -- a ma.nu
facturing engineer I s planning 
dechion. 

"Should this component be inspected 
before or after the milling opera 
tion? "_ - a quality control plann.ing 
decision. 

"What rule shall be used to deter
mine the correct order quantity?I' _
a production control planner ' S 
decision. 

"What is an appropriate cost-of
money?,I_- an accountant's plan
ning decision. 

The se are typical planning decisions 
made in designing an operating decision aystem. 
To make the distinction clear, consider the de ~ 

sign engineer who is motivated by cost consider
ations to put fuses on the e conomy part of the 
product line, while specifying circuit breakers 
on more deluxe modele. Or consider the pro~ 
duction control planner who selects ono of the 
com.mon square root formulas for determining 
all order quantitiel. Once he puts this decision 
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rule in the op.ratina: system, order qU&ntitiel 
for every pa.rt will be determined uliDg thil 
square root formula. with Ipecific valu.s for 
coat. lead tim.e. usage Ihelf life, etc., appro
priate to the specific item bem, ordered. 
Aasuming the operating dechlon Iystem b auto
matic, and thil b the intention. the production 
control planner need not ma.ke any order quanti
ty deterxninations himself. Rather he will be 
watching the m.ea.lurel of operating Iystem per
formance (inventory level. number of ahortages. 
ordering costs, etc.) to eee how well his deci
sion rule is worldng. Incidentally. it'e worth 
noting that the production control systems de
sianer will b. uaing a. "colt-of-money" figure 
supplied by accountanu and an aJ1D.ual require
menta figure projected by salesmen. Of course, 
the objective of this fundamental dechion analy
sis b to suggest a conceptual acheme which will 
permit automating all the routine operatina de
ciaion-ma.ld.nJ required to direct a buainess • 
thUI permitting the engineerl. p.l&Imera, and 
other technical advhor s. to concentrate on do
ing a better job in delign. 

Specifying Dochion Systeml 

But great difficulties still remain. Aa 
already pointed out. operating decision system. 
are invariably large and complex, containing 
multi-variable. multi-result decision problema 
with sequence of solution difficulUos thrown in 
on the side. One serious problem which arise. 
qUiCkly 1& the actual development of the decision 
logic itself. Numerous techniques have been 
proposed ranging from precise. legalistic ver
bal statements to complex mathematical equa
tions. Among these however, it appears that 
matrix-type displays and flow charta are the 
most common . The matrix-type displaya 
appear under a variety of names: collation 
charts. tabulated drawings~ standard time data 
sheets, etc. For example, engineers have fre
quently used collation charta to show direct re
lationships between end-product catalog number. 
and component identification numbers. Typical
ly, however, collation charts are a tabulation 
of past decisions rather than a description of 
the logic used to derive them. Matrix~type dis
playa often suffer from redundancy and frequent
ly become large and unwieldy as operating tools. 
Similarly. they make no allowance to sequential 
decision-making. 

Flow charta handle this lequence prob-
1em very nicely. This graphic method describe a 
a decision system by the extenaive use of sym
bols for "mapping" the various operations. A 
variety of flow chart techniq,uea are used in 
factory methods and office procedures work. 
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They a.re pa.rticularly effective in relatively 
straightforward. eequDntial decision chaine but 
run into difficulty when dOlcrlbinS multi-vari
able, multi-relult decbion proce."e.. AI a.n 
illustration, flow chart. have been used oxten
sively to document the detailed logic of compu
ter progrun8; but Borne harried computer pro
gram.min.g 8upervhor 8 atill maintain that the 
bost way to tr&nafer program knowledge is to 
reprogram the job. The difficulty of interpret
ing someone olse's flow charta 11 certainly ono 
of the major triah in today's computer technol
ogy. 

In addition to the 80 more popular toob 
numerous other dia.grarruning or charting techni 
ques have be on useful in limited problem areas. 
However. the basic problem remained: there 
was really no e!!ective. uniform m.ethod for 
thinldng about and specifying dechion ayatems 
al complex as tho •• required to operate a buai
ness. To help solve this problem, the Integrat
ed Systems Project developed a new technique 
which combines key character18tics 01 earlier 
methods and adds 'ome new leatures 011ts own. 
Thie new technique 18 called the decision struc
ture table. The balance 01 thh paper will dea
cribe what decision structure tables are. how 
they work. and the re aults 01 their use in 
General Electric. 

Structure Table Funda.m.entala 

Structure tables provide a standard 
method lor unambiguoudy describing complex, 
multi-variable, multi-result dechion systems. 
Thua, each structure table becomes a precise 
statement 01 both the logical and quantitative 
relationships supporting that particular elemen
tary deciaion. It b written by the functional 
specialist in terms of the criteria or parameters 
afiecting the decision and the various outcomes 
which may reault. 

A atructure table consists of a rectan
gular array of terms, or blocks, which is further 
subdivided into four quadrants, aa shown in 
Figure 16 The vertical double line separate a the 
deciaion logic on the left from the re suIt lunctions 
or actions which appear on the right. The hori
zontal double line aeparates the structure table 
column heading. or param.eterll above from the 
table value I recorded in the horizontal rows be
low. Thus. the upper left quadrant becomes 
decilion logic colwnn headings. and is used to 
record. on a one per column basia, the names 
of the parameter. (POj ) effectLng the decisions. 
The lower left quadrant records test values (Pij) 
on a on. per row basis. which the decilion para-

meter identified in the column headin, may have 
in a given problem aituation. The upper right 
hand quadrant recorda the names" of result func
tions or actions to be performed (ROj ) al are .. 
suIt of maldng the dechion. once agiln on a one 
per column bash. Similarly the lower right 
quadrant .howl the specific relult values (rij) 
which pertain. directly opposite the approprfat. 
let of decidon parameter value.. ThuI, one 
horisontal rOW completely and independently 
describes all the values for one dechion dtua
tion. 

There h, of course. no li.mit to the 
number of columnl (decision param.eterl and 
result functions) in any given structure table. 
Even the degenerate cale where the number of 
deciaion para.xneterl' ,o.s to zero is permha
ible. Allo there is no limit on the number of 
decbion situations (rowl). ThuI, the dimen
lions (columns by rowl) of any 'pecific IItruc
ture table are completely fiex:1ble, and are a. 
natural outgrowth of the Ipecific decision being 
describ.d. A series of these atructure tables 
taken in combination is said to delcribe a de
cidon .ystem. 

Rather than become further involved in 
abstract notation. let's consider 10m. actual 
illustrations to develop an ullight into the nature 
of structure tables. For example, the over
limplified illustrative atructure table in Figure 
Z states that an elementary deciaion on transpor
tation {rom New York to Boston in the afternoon 
is (according to the person' who developed the 
decision logic) a function of three dec1eion para
meters: Weather, Plane Space, and Hotel Room. 
Weather has only two value state., Fair or Foul; 
Place Space 1e either ~ or Sorry; and Hote-l-
Room can be Open or Filled. In terms of re
lults, Plane or Train are the only permi •• ible 
means of Transportation. Following the illus
trative problem, we aee by inspection that the 
solution appear I in the aecond row. Therefore. 

"Train is tho correct value for Traneportation, 
'Qthe; Instructions are CiLI1cel Plano. and this 
h the End of tho decision problem. 

The intent of thie simple structure 
table 1e to provide a. general solution to thi. 
particula.r decision aituation. and if the problem 
of afternoon tripe to Boston ever arises (and one 
aeeumea that it frequently doel), then an opera
ting decision can quiCkly be made by supplying 
the current value of Wea.ther, Plane Space, and 
Hotel Room, and, of course, solving the Itruc
ture table. Solving a structure table condate 
of exam.ining the specific values al8igned the 
decision parameter. in the problem statement 
and comparing or "testing" these values againlt 



the sets of decision parameter values recorded 
in the atructure table rows. Testing proceeda 
column by column from the first dechion para
meter to the last (left to right) and thence row 
by row (top to bottom). If all te ate in a row are 
aatilfied. then the solution is .aid to be in that 
row and the correct result value. appear in the 
same horizontal row directly opposite to the 
right of the double line. When a teat 18 not aat
isfied. the next condition row b examined. 

When a particular structure tabl.· has 
been solved, it is often necessary to make more 
decisions. To specify what decision h to be 
made next, the laat reault column of the struc
ture ta.ble may be asdgned aa a director to pro
vide a link to the next atructure table. Notice 
the laat row in the illustrative structure table 
which apecifies tha.t ' '£or any value of Weather, 
with no Plane Space, and no Hotel Room, the 
decision-maker h directed to solve the next 
atructure table, Transportation, New York-Boa
ton, a . m. - - which i. another atructure table 
describing how to select a meana of transporta.
tion in tho morning. 

In 8. similar fa.shion, the sy.tems de
Signer would uae a whole aystem of structuro 
tables to describe a. more .realiatic operating 
decbion problem . He completely controll the 
contents of each table, aa well aa its position in 
the aeqUO'D.ce of total problem aolution. He may 
decide to .ld.p tablea, or, if desired, he may re
aolve tables to achieve the effect of iteration. 
In any event, the entire system of tables, juat 
a8 each individual structure table, will be aolv
ed ueing specific dechion parameter values ap
pearing in the proble.rn statement. In other 
worda . solving a .et of structure table. con.bte 
e •• entially in re-applying the .y.tema designer'a 
operating decision logic. 

Having completed this quick and very 
simplified introduction to structure tables, let 
us now return to conaider each structure table 
element in greater detail. Thh will provide a 
deeper indght into the power of the structure 
table technique, &1 well as a better underatand~ 
ing of how they a.re used to describe operating 
decision sy.tems. The illuatrations are drawn 
from actual operating decision problema. 

Structure Table Testa 

Comparisons or teats between prob
lem parameter values (pv) and decision para
meter test values (tv) need not be aimple identi
ties, such a. thou used in the previous illu.tra
tion. Actually the problem parameter valuea 
may be compared to the decision test values in 
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anyone of the following ways in a.ny structure 
table block: 

EQ pv = tv problem value is equal to 
test value. 

GR pv "> fv problem value is a:reater 
than teat value. 

LS pv < tv problem value is Ie s. 
than test value. 

NEQ 
pv " tv problem value is not 

equal to t. at value. 

GREQ pv .) tv problem value is a:reater 
than or equal to te st value. 

LSEQ pv ~ tv problem value 11 les. tha.n 
or equal to te.t value. 

This broad selection of teat type. (or 
relational operator. a. they are known techni
cally) greatly increases the power of individual 
structure tables and sharply reduce. ah. . It 
permih testing limits or ranges of values -rather 
than only discrete nwnbera. In Figure 3. TABLE 
1000 uses several difference teat type. to brack~ 
et continuo\ls and discontinuous intervals. Also 
note in Fijur. 3. that the relational operator 
may be placed in the test block immediately pre~ 
ceding the t e st value . or in the column heading 
lm.mediately followina: the decision parameter 
name. When this la.tter notation is used, the 
relational operator in the column heading applies 
to aU te st values appea.ring 1m.m.ediately below. 

Test value. are not lim.ited to spedfic 
numbers on alphanumeriC cOI\stant. (indicated 
by quotation marks); a test block may alao refer 
to the con.ten.h of any nune. In this ca.e of 
cour .e. the current contenh of tha.t na.med field 
are compa.red to the problem parameter value 
in accordance .... ith the teat type . For exa.m.ple, 
TABLE 1005 in Figure 3 test. the current value 
of INSUL-"-' TEMP against MAX- TEM.P to make 
certain that insulation temperature ratings are 
sathfa-ctory. 

In a.ddition to the ae aimple comparisons 
it is alao posdble to formulate compound struc
ture table block. involving two decision parame
tera or te.t valuea uaing a relational or logical 
operator. 

used: 

OR 

The following logical operator s may be 

tvlOR tv2, first test value or the 
second test value. 
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fir at problem value and 
second problem value. 

first test value and not 
second toat value. 

Also the truth or falseness of a com
pound decision parameter or tost value stato
ment can be tOlted with the symbols: 

T true 

F falso 

LaBtly. any arithmetic expression 
may be used in place of a parameter name , a.nd 
complicated blocks involving several name. and 
operators are also permitted . Although in this 
latter case, it is worth noting that the language 
capability far aurpa88ea any requirements ex
perienced to date in formulating operating deci
sion systems. 

In writing structure tables, the situa
tion often arhol where, except for one or two 
special situations. one course of action is ade
quate for all input values. The concept o f an 
Ila11 other ll row wa.s introduced to avoid enum
erating all possible logical combinations of the 
decision parameter values . The "a11 other" con
cept can be verbalized as follow s: ttl{ no solution 
has been found in the table thus far, the tlolution 
is in this last row regardless of the problem 
values. II While this greatly reduces table size, 
it also implies that the problem was stat~d cor
rectly a.nd does indeed lie within the boundaries 
of the decision system. The related concept of 
"all" which appears in the Transportation: New 
York-Boston , p. m. can be similarly verbalized: 
IIregardless of the problem va.lue proceed to the 
next column. II It was introduced so that a giv en 
table need not contain all permissible states of 
any given decision parameter and also to handle 
the can where a test in a given column had no 
significance. In all the above situation s the ap
propriate structure table blocks are left b lank 
signifying no test . 

Structure Table Results 

Similarly structure table results are 
not limited to as signing alphabetic constants or 
numeric values to the result func tions or actions 
na.med in column heading 8 to the right of the 
double line. Actua.lly there a.re four result func
tions: 

IIASSIGNII which is implied when a 
named field appears as a 
result function. This indi-

catos that the result value 
appearing in (or named by) 
the solution row is to be 
as signed or pla.ced in the 
field nazned 1n the column 
heading. 

"CALCULATE" - which is implied by the u.e 

PERFORM -

GO -

of an equal lign after a name 
appearing as a result value. 
This indicates that the results 
of the formula evaluation nam
ed in the structure table block 
should be a. Signed to the field 
named as the result function 
in the column heading. 
Actually this is not the only 
way to perform calculations 
as any arithmetic: expression 
may be used al a result value. 

which perform. the da.ta. pro 
cessing or arithmetic opera 
tions referred to in the label 
appearing in the re suIt value 
block. When this is complet
ed, the next result function 
is executed. 

links the structure table to 
the label appea.ring in the 
result value block. There 
is no implied return in a 
GO function. 

M08t of these result functions are il
lustrated in Figure 3 and Figure 4. In Figure 4, 
for example, TABLE ZOOO a.signs the alphabetic 
constant "FLAT _STRIP" to ASSEMBLE. In the 
first and third result columns, arithmetic expres
sions appear as result values. In TABLE Z005 
the implied CALCULATE is used for formula 
evaluation. TABLE ZOOS also uses the PER
FOR.M function to solve TABLE Z008 or carry 
out some other data processing operations de
pending on the particular solution row. TABLE 
Z005 is linked by the GO operation to TABLE 
20 10. 2015. 2020. 

TABLE 1005 in Figure 3 shows an 
interesting use of the GO function. After the 
winding has been specified in TABLE 1000, 
as sumedly on a lowe st co st bash, the product 
engineer evidently wants to check the insulation 
temperature ra.ting with the maximum expected 
operating temperature. If the insulation temp
erature rating should turn out to be greater 
everything is fine and the decision-maker pro
ceeds to TABLE 1007. If not, first TYPE-N 
and then TYPE -T insulation are specified to 



supercede TYPE-F, thus getting progre.sively 
higher insulation temperature ratings by redir
ecting the structure table to solve itself. 

Frequently. a. result function~or action 
will not have a value for all rows. This is com
mon when several result functions are determin
ed by the same structure table. In this situation 
the phrase ttnot exist tt has been used in verbaliz
ing and the structure table block is left blank. 

The use of formulas as s tructure 
table results can greatly reduce the size of the 
table. As an illustration. suppose that a given 
result function has twenty-six values (la, 12., 
14 16 .... 60). Ostensibly. the structure ta.ble 
to select the appropriate result value would ha.ve 
twenty-six rows. This decision could be reduced 
to one row by calculating the relult value as 
some function of the decision parameter as 
shown in Figure 6. Obviously. all result rela
tionships are not so conveniently proportional 
but a surprising number of result functions can 
be described with simple linear !lnd exponential 
expressions. The curve fitting problem can be 
greatly simplified by uling structure table rows 
to break the curve into convenient intervals that 
can be represented by such simple mathematical 
expressions. 

Preambles and Postscripts 

Each structure table is preceded by a 
heading which identifies the table by number and 
indicates its dimensione in terms of decision 
parameter columns. result function or action 
columns, and value rows. Tables may be num
bered from TABLE I to TABLE 9999999 and 
allowance is made for up to 999 decision para
meter or result functiona, Provision 18 alao 
made for 999 condition rows. 

Following the heading is a NOTE which 
may contain any combination of alphabetic or 
numeric characters. The NOTE may be used to 
give the structure table an English name and 
provide a verbal description of the decision be
ing made. Subuquent to this any labels n&nling 
expressions or arithmetic calculations referred 
to by ttCALCULATEtt or PERFORM operators in 
the body of the .tructure table may be defined. 
For example, note the definition of TIME IV I and 
TlME .... Z in TABLE 2.005 of Figure 4. The .truc
ture table proper follows BEGIN. 

U no solution row is found in the etruc
ture table proper, or if the structure table ha.s 
executed all re.ults or taken ill action. without 
reaching a GO {unction then control is paned 
to the area directly below the structure table. 
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Here are recorded any special instructions per· 
taining to that particular dec iaion . Of particular 
note is the situation where no solution row has 
been found. Such a failure is rega.rded as an 
tterror. It In certain types of decision systems, 
this may be exactly what the sy.tems designer 
intended. However. error conditions most oiten 
indicate a failure of the deciaion logic to <jope 
with a certain combination of input va.lues. The 
.ystems designer should set up to notify himseli 
whenever such an error occurs by designing an 
error routine which will provide him with a 
source language printout identifying the table 
that failed and the problem being .0Ived at the 
time. With this problem printout and the .ource 
language structure tables. the systems designer 
has all the data he needs to trouble shoot the 
system in his own terminology. Thus, each 
structure table should be followed by the state
ment: IF NOT SOLVED GO 
In this way any structure ta~b"'J-e-f"'a""'I"'lu-r-e-.-w--"'Ill""-al . 

ways be uncovered. Frequently, the situation 
arise •• as mentioned earlier, that regardless of 
the solution row. the next structure table solved 
is the same. In this case the statement: 
GO . may be written after or 
below the preceding error statement , to serve 
as a universal link to the next structure table. 

The areas immediately preceding and 
succeeding the structure table proper may also 
be used for input-output. data movement. and 
other data proce8ling operations. 

The Dictionary 

The precise name and definition of 
each decision parameter and result function are 
recorded in a Itdictionary. It This dictionary be
come s an important planning document in the 
systems engineerts work for it provides the 
basic vocabulary for communicating throughout 
the entire decision .yetem. The dictionary 
should note a. parameter 1, minimum. and maxi
mum values . as well as describe how it behaves. 
If the par&llleter is non -numeric in nature, the 
dictionary should record and define its perrnis
sible states. Significantly. the systems engin
eer formulates both the structure table and the 
dictionary using his own professional terminol
ogy. 

The dictionary will also prove useful 
in compiling and editing structure table. for 
computer .olution. It also follows that problems 
presented to the resulting operating decision 
system must also be stated in predsely the 
same terms as the 8tructure tables. To those 
as yet uninitiated to the perversity of computers, 
this may seem a simple matter; unfortunately. 
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it is not . Interestingly however, onc of the 
more promising application areas for structure 
tables appears to be in stating the logic for com
pilers and edit programs. 

Summary 

The foregoing description of decision 
structure tables hi not meant to be a fully defini~ 
tive language specification. The intention 115 to 
introduce the reader to the decision structure 
table concept and to discuss their characteris
tics in sufficient detail to provide the reader with 
enough understanding to evaluate their inherent 
flexibility and application potential. Many addi
tiona1 fea.tures are available which aid in formu
lating concise, complete decision structure 
table systems and also to faciUtate input-output 
operations , but the reader will find that the 
fundamentals already described are adequate 
for s tructuring moat operating decision logic. 

Automatic Solution of Structure 
Table Systems 

Decision structure table a have proven 
to be an excellent method for analyzing or formu· 
lating the logic of complex industrial information 
systems, but after taking such great care to pre· 
cis ely record each elementary decision in this 
highly structured format, it is only natural to 
speculate on the possibility of solving structure 
tables automatically with an electronic computer. 
Before plunging into the computer world. how· 
ever, it is worth noting that some systems en· 
gineers have had very favorab le experience us
ing structure tables on a manual basis .- especi
ally as a problem anal ysis technique. and also 
in limited applications in manual clerical SY8-
terns. 

Numerous methods for solving struc
ture tablee automatically suggest themselves. 
First. the tables could be coded by hand. Such 
an approach would use structure tables as a di
rect substitute for flow charts. Actually this 
really isnlt as bad ae it initially sounds. Many 
benefits would accrue from making this precise 
readable format the standard method for stating 
decision logic. It also oifers the possibility that 
a aeries of macro-instructione could be develop
ed . thereby permitting untrained personnel to 
code tables without detailed knowledge of compu
ters or progra.m.m.ing . However. this approach 
suffers some distinct disadvantages in compari
son with the other a lterna.tives outlined below. 

Second. a generalized interpretive 
program could be written to solve any structure 

table. This offers the poasibility of using a 
translator to work directly from keypunched 
structure tablea without any manual detail cod
ing . This approach makes economical use of 
memory since the basic programming to solve 
any table appears only once and the structure 
table itaelf offers a compact statement of deci 
sion logic. This reduces the amount of reading 
time required to bring the problem logic into the 
computer. File maintenance via recompiling 
structure table tapes also appears quick and 
simple. However. interpretive program. usu
ally run more slowly; and this implies aome 
penalty in total machine running time. 

A third approach would be to Create a 
structure table program generator in which an 
object computer program would be generated 
from the source structure tables. This approach 
would provide faster computer running tirnes 
for maximum efficiency. A generator program 
would probably require more complicated coding 
than an interpretive translator . In addition, the 
generated object program would not be as con
cise as the structure tablee themselves. How 
ever. where computer running time is of para
mount concern, this approach has considerable 
appeal. 

Becauae of the available time and 
money, all the early efforta of the Integrated 
Systems Project toward automatic structure 
table solution were essentially interpretive. It 
is interesting that a simple. yet adequate , tabu
lar systems-oriented language could be provid
ed in this way for somewhat les8 than a man 
year ' s effort . Similarly work to date in the 
area of formula calculations indicates that a 
comprehensive system of mathema.tical notation 
like that required for scientific work is probably 
not necessa.ry in many operating business deci
sion systems. Initial efforts on the IBM 702 
were followed with experimental TABSOL langu
age. for the IBM 305. IBM 650 and the IBM 704. 
These applications to different computers repre. 
sented more than simple extrapolations to differ
cnt pieces of hardware. In each an eIfort was 
made to expand capabilities of the language. In 
addition, the pe culiarities of the equipment were 
explored. since one great concern was to free 
the user from a programming system usable on 
one and only one computer. As you might sus
pect' this wasn't always completely possible on 
the smaller compute rs. lacking tape or core 
memories. Nevertheless . the most recent 
Manufacturing Service effort on the IBM 650 
produced a language with named fields , index
ing, a two -address arithmetic. completely 
generalized structure table formats, and con

sidering the alphabetic restrictions of the 



equipment. remarkably nexible output formats. 

Although "these experimental languages 
proved quite adequate. one could not help but 
look toward the tremendous power of one of the 
more conventional languages. For one thing, 
the pro.pecte for structure table application in 
other problem areas brightened, and it seemed 
reasonable that this power would be desirable in 
future work. Further our own tabular systems 
language development had brought UI to the point 
of direct competition with the major language 
eHorts already underway. Here General Elec
tric ' s Computer Department entered on the 
scene. The Computer Department was develop
ing a new concept in compiler building for use 
with General Electric computers. The first 
version of this new General Compiler, called 
CiECOM. will be available to GE 225 users in 
May, 1961. It h designed primarily around 
COBOL, with some of the basic e l ements of 
ALGOL. and is now to contain all of TABSOL. 
To state the results of joining TABSOL with 
GECOM simply, it places the power of a fu11-
fledged language at the command of every struc
ture table block. Within General Electric. we 
obviously have a very high regard for the contri
bution of decilion structure tablet in information 
systems deaign. Significantly. the aame com
mittee. who developed COBOL are now actively 
investigating tabular .y.tems-oriented language. 
a. the language of the future. By drawing on the 
CODASYL work and utilizing the extensive re
search and development experience already 
available within General Electric. the Computer 
Department expects that GECOM will provide 
users with a 8Y8tem compatible with both the 
present-day common business language. COBOL. 
and alao the tabular systems-oriented language, 
TABSOL . Incidentally. the decision structure 
tables appearing in Figure. 3. 4 and 5 are writ. 
ten in conformance with GECOM specifications. 

Applications of Structure Tables 

A •• omewhat implied in the illustra
tions a substantial amount ofaxparience has 
bean gained in applying structure table s to a 
wide variety of oparating decision.making prob~ 
lems over the past three years. But perhaps the 
mo.t interesting experience , at lea.t from the 
re.earcher's point of view. was the very re-
• earch work which .pawned decision structure 
tables themselves. Earlier, it was mentioned 
that the Integrated Sy.tem. Project undertook & 

careful .tudy of the el8 ential information and 
m aterial procesaing required to directly trana
form customer order a into finished productl. 
For exa.mple, the product mU8t be engineered 
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prior to shipment. but the payroll. though rever
ed by all of ua can well be done at some qther 
time. out of the main £low of events. U sing this 
rough rule of thumb. the following activities 
were .tudied (Figure 7): order editing, product 
engineering. drafting. manufacturing methods, 
and time 8tandard., quality control, co st ac 
counting, and production control. These activi
ties account for a fairly .ubstantial portion of 
the business .ystem. Normally. they would in
clude 100"!o of the direct labor and 100,0 of the 
direct material &8 well as about 50% of the over
head . All the production inventory investment 
lies within the scope of this system and obvious
ly yoost of the plant and equipment investment. 
Fortunately. the inputs and outputs to this sys
tem are simple and well-defined: the customer 
order comes in and the finished product goes out. 
With this in mind. it was possible to treat all 
activities within the.e bounds as one integrated. 
goal-oriented operating decision system and 
develop dechion structure tables accordingly. 
Working with a small product sectioD in one of 
the Company's Operating Components, a signifi
cant portion of the functional decidon logic was 
8uccessfully 8tructured, Further the re.ulting 
structure table. were directly incorporated into 
a computer-automated operating decision system 
which transformed customer orders for a wide 
variety of finished products directly into factory 
operator instruction. and punched paper tape to 
instruct a numerically progranuned machine 
tool. This prototype system was demonstrated 
to General Electric management in November, 
1958. Starting at the beginning. (Figure 8) the 
computer system edited the customer order and 
using the product engineer ' s design stru'cture 
tablea. deve10ped the product's component char
acteristic. and dimensional detaila. These in 
turn were used in the manufacturing engineer ' s 
operation structure table s to develop manufac
turing method. and determine time .tandards. 
And 80 the flow of information cascaded down 
through the variou. bU8ine.s functions comput
ing the quality control procedures. the product 
costs and the manufacturing schedule.; eventu
ally ilsuing shop paperwork and machine pro
gram tapel. 

Since the completion of thil work 
further research and development of the struc
ture table concept was conducted in a variety of 
functional area. for di!ferent kinds of bu_inel.e • 
in General Electric: defen8e, industrial appara . 
tu8. and conswner~type products . In addition. 
.tructure ta.bles have been used in entirely dif· 
ierent applications .uch as compiler s . They 
aleo a.ppear to hold great promi.e in complex 
computer simulation prograIIlI . 
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Benefib of Structure Ta.ble. 

Aa a rlnult of these efforta, we have 
come to believe that the decision structure table 
le a fundamental language concept which 11 
broadly a.pplicable to many ela ••• s of informa
tion proce •• ing and decision-making problema. 
They offer m.a.ny benefit a in learning, analyzing. 
formulating and recording the dechion logic: 

1. Structure table. force a logical, 
step-by-step analy8h of the decision. 
Firat the parameters affecting the 
decisioD. must be specified; then suit
able results must b. formulated. The 
nature of the structure table array b 
such that it force 8 consideration of 
all logical alternativea, oven though 
all need not appear in the .final table. 
SimJ.larly, the preche structure table 
format highlights illogical atatomenh. 
This simplifies manual checking of 
decbion logic. The decision logic 
empha.izes causal relationship' and 
constantly directa attention to the 
reasons why results are different. 
Personal design preferences can be 
resolved and intalligent standardiza
tion can be fostered . 

This is no mean capability. Indeed, 
it was very instructive to witness the 
devalopment of methods and time 
etandarda logic in parallel with the 
development of the engineering logic 
during the initial Integrated Systems 
Project study. Through analy.!s of 
the decision structure tables written 
by the varioul functional specialists, 
everyone was able to achieve an in
sight into the product and the businees 
rarely obtained in eo short a period 
of time. The facts of life in product 
de eign, factory methods, and standar
dization were brought into the open 
very rapidly. 

Z. Structure tables are easily understood 
by hUmAnS regardless of their func
tional background. This does not 
imply that anyone can design or create 
new structure tablea to deacribe a 
particular decision-ma.king activity; 
but it doe. mean that the average 
person, with the aid of a dictionary, 
can readily understand someone 
elaels structure tables. Thus, struc
ture tables form an excellent basta for 

communication between functional 

specialist. and systems engineers. 
Structure tables alBa go a long way 
toward solving the difficult .ystems 
doc:umentation pro blero. 

3. Structure table format is so .imple 
and straightforward that engineers, 
planners, and other functional spe
cialists can write structure table I 
for their own dechion-maJdng prob
lems with very little training and 
practically no knowledge of compu
ter. or proaramming. Given a few 
ground rulel, regarding formats and 
dictionaries, the structure tables 
written by the se functional people 
can be keypunched and used directly 
in operating decilion systems with
out ever being seen by a computer 
programm.er. This cub computer 
application costs as well a.. cycle 
times. 

4. Structure table errore aro reported 
at the source language level, thus 
permitting the fwictiona.l epecia.list 
to debug without a knowledge of com
puter coding. 

5. Structure tables solved automatically 
in an electronic computer offer levels 
of accuracy unequalled in manual 
systems. Note, however. that any 
such mechanilUc systems lose that 
tremendous ability of humans to 
compensate for errors or discrepan
cies. 

6. Structure tables are ealY to main
tain. Instead of changing all the 
precalculated answers in all the 
filea, it is often only necessary to 
change a lingle value in a aingle 
table. For example, when changing 
the material specified for a compo
nent part under current file refer
ence syatema, it would be necessa.ry 
to extract, modify and refile all 
drawings and parts lisu calling for 
any variation of the component part. 
Using structure tables, it would only 
be necessary to alter those structure 
table I which specified the component 
material. 

Summary 

In c10ling, we recommend that the 
reader demonstrate the effectivenell of decision 



structure t&bl.1 to him.elf by "Itructuring" a 
few simple d..chione. For example, write a. 
structure table which will enable your wife to 
decide how to pa.ck your auitcaae of any bulin ••• 
trip. Perhaps a IOOpl. bUlin ••• d..chion such 
al tho •• mentioned earlier would provide a more 
instructive exa.m.ple. The firlt structure tables 
are U8Ually diLCicl,llt to write, because mOlt of 
UI do not, a. a general rule, probe deeply into 
the logic lupporting our dlehione. However. 
once thil mental obstacle h overcome, lI.truc_ 
turing tl facUity develope ra.pidly. If the reader 
will take the tim. to " structure" a few d..chione 
and actually experience the deepo r in.ight and 
clarity which thi. technique provide., then deci
aion structure table 8 need no apologist. they 
will "peak for them •• lve I. 
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Decision 
Structure Table 

· .. a rectangular 
array of terms, 
or blocks ... 

· .. vertical 
double line ... 

· .. horizontal 
double line ••. 

· .. structure 
table 
values •.. 

Decision 
Logic 

Results or 
Functions 

Colwnn headings 

Table Values 

POI P
02 

P
03 ROI R02 R03 

Pll PI2 P13 r
ll 

r I2 r 13 

P21 P22 P23 r2I r22 r23 

P 31 P 32 P33 r 3I r 32 r33 

P41 P42 P43 r4I r42 r43 

Figure 1 

R04 

r 14 

r24 
r 34 

r44 



Problem Statement: Select Transportation, New York - Boston, p. m. 

Weather: Foul 

Plane Space: OK 

Hotel Room: Open 

Decision Structure Table: Transportation, New York - Boston, p. m. 

Weather Plane Hotel Trans- Other In- Next 
Space Room portation structions Decision 

Fair OK Open Plane End 

Cancel 
Foul OK Open Train Plane End 

Sorry Open Train End 

Cancel NY -Bost. 
OK Filled Plane a. rn. 

Filled 
NY-Bost. 

Sorry a.m. 

Solution: 

If the value of Weather is Foul, and 

the value of Plane Space is OK, and 

the value of Hotel Room is Open, 

Then 

the value of Transportation is Train, and 

the value of Other Instructions is Cancel Plane, and 

the value of Next Decision is End. 

Figure 2 
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TABLE 1000. DIMENSION C4 A5 RIO . 
NOTE TABLE FOR DETERMINING DETAIL VARIABLE PART CHARACTERISTICS FOR A 

LINE OF SENSING COILS IN ACCORDANCE WITH CUSTOMER END PRODUCT 
SPECIFICA TIONS. 

BEGIN. INSUL 
SERVICE E UNITS EQ VALUE VALUE RESIST INSUL TEMF 

tIDC" "MAMpr, GR 180 LS 450 2.6*TURNS "TYPE-F" 150 

"DC" " MVLT" GREQ 45 LSEQ 150 26 .008 1. 84 "TYPE-F" 150 
"Dell " MVLT" GR 150 LSEQ 330 13 . 002 0 . 46 "TYPE-F" 150 
11 DC" " VOLT" GREQ 0.9 LSEQ 300 60 .002 39.0 "TYPE-F" 150 
"DC " " VOLT" GR 300 LSEqllOO 120 .002 137.0 " TYPE-F" 150 

IIAC " " WATT" II 230 I .002 I 150.0 I "TYPE-N" I 200 

IF NOT SOLVED GO ERROR"'COIL. 
MOVE "COPPER" TO MATERIAL. 
GO TABLE 1005. 
END TABLE 1000. 

TABLE 1005. DIMENSION C2 A3 R3. 
NOTE TABLE TO MAKE CERTAIN THAT INSULATION TEMPERATURE RATING EXCEEDS 

MAXIMUM OPERATING TEMPERATURE. 
BEG1N. 

MAX .... TEMP INSUL 

LSEQ INSUL"'TEMP 
GR INSUlJvTEMP " TYPE-F" 
GR INSUL-vTEMP " TYPE-N" 

IF NOT SOLVED GO ERROR.vCOIL. 
END TABLE 1005. 

INSUL 

" TYPE-N" 
" TYPE-T" 

Figure 3 

INSUL"" TEMP 

200 
250 

GO 

TABLE 1007 
TABLE 1005 
TABLE 1005 

w_ 
• W 
0-> 0 



TABLE 2000. DIMENSION C3 A3 R4. 
NOTE TABLE TO SPECIFY VARIABLE FACTORY OPERATION CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE 

INITIAL SENSING COIL WINDING FROM PAR T CHARACTERISTICS. 
BEGIN. 

SUPPOR TN TYPE EQ MA TERIAL EQ I TURNS START,...W 1 ASSEMBLE 

"TABED-HOLE" 

" FLAT-STRIP" 
"FLAT-STRIP" 

"COPPER" TURNS 

"COPPER" I LS 100 
"COPPER" GREQ 100 

2 ,"FLAT-STRIP" 
TURNS/2 "FLAT-STRIP" 

"FLAT-STRIP" ,"ALUMNM" I " TURNS 1"2 FLT-STRP" 
IF NOT SOLVED GO ERROR,,-,COIL. GO TABLE 2005. 
END TABLE 2000. 

TABLE 2005. DIMENSION C2 A3 R3. 
NOTE TABLE TO CALCULATE TIME STANDARD FOR PREVIOUS OPERATION. 
TIME~1 = 125*DIA*TURNS. 
TIME~2 = 1000*DIA/SQR T (TURNS). 
BEGIN 
TURNS I TURNS 
LS 15 
GREQ IS I LS 100 
GREQ 100 

TIME 
TURNS + 0.88 
TIME",1 = 
TIME ..... 2 = 

IF NOT SOLVED GO ERROR""COIL. 
GO TABLE 2005. 

PF:RFORM 
SETUP 
SETUP 
TABLE 2008 

Figure 4 

-_CiQ. 

TABLE 2010 
TABLE 2015 
TABLE 2020 

FINISH",W 

TURNS-2 
TURNS/2 

w~ . w 
'" ~ 



TABLE 1010. DIMENSION C2 Al R3. 
NOTE COIL QUANTITY DETERMINATION. 
BEGIN. 

SERVICE EQ I UNITS NEQ " WATTS" IICOIIr-QUAN 

!lAC" 

"DC" OR "AC' 
"DC" 

T 
F 

IF NOT SOLVED GO ERROR .... COIL. 
END TABLE 1010. 

o 
QUAN 

2*QUAN 
GO TABLE 1100. 

TABLE 1500 . DIMENSION C4 A3 RIO. 
NOTE COIL LOAD DATA AND CYCLE TIMES. 
BEGIN. 

~RVICE EQ UNIT EQ ~CY EQ I !NSP EQ 
flAG" ?SI'OR 1 r'COML" 
"ACII "WATT" 1 'COML" 

II DC" !lAMPS" OR IlMAMP" 2 'COML" 
"DC" "VOLT" OR "MVLT" 2 'COML" 
"DG" "AMPS" OR "MAMP" 1 'GOVT" 

IF NOT SOLVED GO ERROR-vCOIL. 
MIN ... DATE = TODAY + MIN~CYCLE. 
NORM"'DATE = TODAY + NORM .... CYCLE. 
GO TABLE 1510. 
END TABLE 1500. 

Figure 5 

NORM--GYCLE IMIN ... CYCLEI COIL~LOAD 

15 11 QUAN 
15 11 2.2*. QUAN 

15 9 0.9* QUAN 
15 9 0.9* QUAN 
20 16 1.4* QUAN 

'" ~ . '" 
"'''' 



TABLE 1510. DIMENSION C2 A2 R3. 
NOTE COIL PROMISE DATE DETERMINATION. 
BEGIN. 

COIL"'LOAD LSEQ CUST DATE 
CUM~CAP (NORM~DATE)I GREQ NORM"'DATE 
CUM"'CAP (MIN~DATE) GREQ MIN ... DATE 
CUM~CAP (CUST--.DATE) 
IF NOT SOLVED GO OVERLOAD. 
END TABLE 1510. 

Figure Sa 

PROMISE 
CUST...,DATE 
CUST .... DATE 
CUST .... DATE 

GO 
NORM"':'LOAD 
RUSH--.LOAD 
EMER ...... LOAD 

",

. '" 
'" '" 
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--

P R 

0 10 
1 12 P P R 
2 14 
3 16 
. · . 0 25 (2*p) + 10 

· . 
. · . 

· . 
25 60 

• . •. The use of forznulas as structure table results can 
greatly reduce structure table size. as shown by the simple 
Btraight line expression above. Structure tables may a.lso be 
used to partition complicated curves into convenient segments 
as shown below. . • .. 

,/ '=..- P P R -
1--- ----V 

/ 
/ 0 PI lx + a 

/, 

PI P2 mx +b 

P2 P3 nx + c 

~--- f- ---- ---< 
I 

/ 
I 

0 • PI Pz P3 

Figure 6 



PRESENT MAIN LINE SYSTEM 

~ CUSTOMER ORDER 
r-----::::---------, 

A REFERENCE EDIT 
~ INFORMATION 

~ PLANNING ~ J1%. PLANNING 
<r--' CARDS ,. I V AND WAGE RATE 

~--. ~ QUALITY 
~f§RECORDS 

PRODUCT COST L_ COST 
FILES ~ DETERMINATION 

VENDOR .. 
MATERIAL 

Figure 7 

OPERA R~~;ouCHiiSl 
MACHINES~ 
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